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Poor leadership is the primary cause of low team performance and
productivity. Since managers are the biggest influencers of team
performance, increasing the leadership capability of your managers is the
key to increasing team performance. 
 
According to Ernst & Young, Australian workers say they could be 21% more
productive every day. Poor management and lack of motivation are the top
two issues they blame for holding them back. 
 
Increasing leadership capability solves both.

WHAT IS LOW TEAM PERFORMANCE COSTING YOU? 

The 7 Habits of World Class Leaders

®

Benchmark your leadership today, click here...

https://perfbreakthru.typeform.com/to/CkXn5e
https://perfbreakthru.typeform.com/to/CkXn5e
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7 HABITS OF WORLD CLASS LEADERS

Through modelling of managers of high performing teams and the research from
other organisations, particularly McKinsey and Zenger-Folkman, we’ve found that
World Class Leaders demonstrate 7 Habits or Disciplines. Although most
leadership development programmes address an extraordinary range of issues, it
has become clear that a small sub-set of leadership skills correlates with
leadership success, particularly for first-line and middle managers. These 7 Habits
of World Class Leaders form that small sub-set of skills you need.
 
To maximise your team’s performance, you’ll need to have all seven disciplines
deliberately and systematically in place. In all likelihood you will have some of them
in place already. However, it is also likely that some of them are missing from your
current approach.
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DEVINA LIDDELLOW

PEOPLE CAPABILITY & CHANGE MANAGER

WORLD VISION AUSTRALIA

“Within four months employee engagement had increased by 18%, leadership survey results had
increased by 26%, and fundraising revenue from all channels in the programme had doubled. The
project exceeded our expectations and delivered a ROI in excess of 400%, and a payback within three
months. 
“Over the following 12 months, leadership results improved by 74%, employee engagement improved
by 37% and achieved World Best Practice benchmark, while revenue increases across the five
channels in the programme ranged between 342% and 1,545%.”  
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no time away from work

learn in bite-sized chunks

supported to apply on-the-job
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DRIVE FOR RESULTS1
World Class Leaders operate with a strong results orientation. Leadership is not only about developing and
communicating a vision and setting objectives, but also following through to achieve results. So World Class
Leaders ensure that the results they are seeking are communicated to their team, and they set expectations
that their team will achieve those results.
 
In addition, World Class Leaders ensure that progress on the required results is tracked regularly, and they
provide written or visual performance feedback on progress towards both team and individual targets. They
also regularly discuss progress on result achievement with both their team and individual employees.
 
To assist individuals achieve the results expected of them, World Class Leaders help them break down
projects and desired outcomes into manageable components.

FOCUS ON CRITICAL WORK BEHAVIOURS
World Class Leaders understand the critical work behaviours or methods that maximise the results they
want their team to achieve. The reason for this is that the precise actions that people take during the
course of their work determine their results. Of course, not all behaviours are critical. However there are
specific actions in all jobs that high-performers consistently demonstrate.
 
Consequently World Class Leaders teach their people better work methods than they have been using.
They frequently communicate their expectations regarding the use of those methods in a variety of ways.

2

PROVIDE POSITIVE FEEDBACK TO REINFORCE BEHAVIOUR3
World Class Leaders provide frequent, immediate, detailed and specific, positive feedback (praise) to
individuals to encourage the critical work behaviours and methods they are seeking from their team. This is
the primary way they inspire and motivate their people to high performance. Research evidence suggests
that this approach is the single most effective driver of employee performance.
 
World Class Leaders also provide significantly more positive feedback than negation, correction, criticism
or reprimand. Evidence strongly indicates that World Class Leaders use a positivity/negativity ratio in
excess of 5:1. This means that interactions with them are typically paired with positive emotions.

CONFRONT POOR PERFORMANCE4
World Class Leaders are willing to constructively confront poor performance – big or small. They do so
fairly and unemotionally, with their observations put in behavioural terms and backed by evidence.
To do this, World Class Leaders are highly skilled at questioning; particularly in directing the conversation
through open-ended questions.
 
World Class Leaders always ensure that any discussion on performance weaknesses is clearly focused on
specific actions for improvement. And they follow-up these conversations to support and guide their
employees in the change they are seeking.
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HAVE A SYSTEM FOR NOTICING WHAT PEOPLE ARE DOING5
World Class Leaders have a system, or process, for frequently noticing what their people are doing. The
system enables them to show a sincere interest in their people, build trust, inspire and help their employees
to overcome challenges, and to make decisions about how to manage employee work behaviour.
 
If they can’t observe their people directly, World Class Leaders have a process for uncovering what they
have been doing – by discussing that directly or by obtaining information from another source.

DEVELOP OTHERS
World Class Leaders develop others, both formally and informally.
 
Day-to-day they help their people find tangible, immediate solutions to specific work challenges they face.
They are also encourage their employees to contribute ideas that could improve performance.
 
More formally, they frequently hold development discussions to guide and coach their people. During these
discussions they mostly emphasise performance and personality strengths; while any discussions about
performance weaknesses are clearly focused on specific ways the individual employee can improve or
develop.

6

LINK WORK TO ITS IMPACT ON ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE7
World Class Leaders understand that employees want a definite sense of direction and purpose in their
work, and they want to know how their work connects to the bigger picture. So they create meaning and
clarity of purpose for their people by consistently letting their team know how their work has a positive
impact on areas such as the organisation’s or their business unit’s mission, strategy and broader business
objectives.
 
World Class Leaders link work to its impact on organisational performance in multiple ways. During team
meetings they link team performance to organisational impact; and when recognising or correcting the
specific actions or performance of individual team members, they briefly discuss the wider organisational
impact of the actions discussed.

After our managers implemented what was taught in
the Strada7® Leadership Lab, in 2 months, there was
more than a 200% increase in sales revenue. In 6
months, there was more than a 400% increase. In 10
months, there was a 519% increase. 
 
There was a 34% reduction in sick leave, down from
572 to 376 lost days per months. This equated to 10
staff per year. 
 
Employee happiness increased, and a positive
change in morale and culture occurred.

BRIAN YIANAKIS 

DIRECTOR OF SALES & SERVICE 

AAPT
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES
managers learn how to implement the 7 Habits of World Class Leaders

managers learn how to quickly change employee behaviour for high performance

managers learn how to become skilled in the behavioural coaching
techniques that maximise employee productivity and enable you to easily
deal with poor performance

PROGRAM ROLL OUT
over 4 month: interspersed with 1 week breaks

12 x training Webinars, revealing the secrets your managers can apply to
grow the performance of their teams

12 x online Coaching Sessions, guiding managers in the application of what
they’ve learnt and the development of their leadership coaching skills

10 x online Modules with Action Plans to help Managers put into practice
and master what they've learnt

Benchmark your leadership, click here...

Talk to an Onirik Consultant, click here...
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